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The moment you open this Bible you'll discover amazing facts and inspiring people: powerful kings

and beautiful queens, noble warriors and awesome prophets. You'll witness great battles and

greater miracles. Best of all, you'll get to see how God loves and cares for ordinary people---and

how much he cares for you. Features include: ? 'Did You Know?' reveals fascinating facts in the

Bible ? 'Life in Bible Times' brings the Bible alive with descriptions and pictures ? 'Let's Live It!'

shows you how to apply the Bible to your life today ? 'Words to Remember' helps you remember

important Bible verses ? Dictionary/concordance explains key words and helps you find important

Bible passages ? Book introductions explain each Bible book ? 8 color maps show you where it all

happened ? King James Version of the Bible, a timeless treasure and traditional favorite Ideal for

home, school or church, The King James Version Kids' Study Bible sweeps you off on a fun and

captivating quest: knowing God.
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I work with Kids ages 6 - 11 on Sunday Mornings (called Jr. Church) while the main Service is going

on. I've been Looking for a Bible that is written in the King James Version, which is the same

version that is used by the whole church, but able to teach the Kids on their level. This Bible does

both. The Bible has introductions to each book, a summary of what the book is about and thought

questions to have the Child look into God's word with and understanding at their Level. If you work

with Kids, use King James, and want to make the transition to the Adult church easy, the, in my

opinion, this is the Bible.God Bless



I purchased 2 copies of the KJV Kids' Study Bible. One for my daughter on her 8th birthday, and

one for my son who was 10 at the time. Now, 4 years later, I am so pleased with the study design

that I am purchasing a leather-bound copy for myself! (Mind you, I have other Bibles: purse size,

chronological, red-letter, you name it.) But at this time in my life, I find the Kids' Study Bible to be the

ideal companion in my morning exercise/devotion schedule. Thank you for designing such a

wonderful Bible product.

I purchased this Bible for my then 4 year old son. He was begging for a Bible that we could use to

study in at night. We searched forever to find a King James Version children's Bible. When I found

this one and saw all of the great reviews, I knew it would be perfect. Now that he is learning to read,

it is perfect for him. He is able to follow along with our pastor during church service and the extra

little sections and study guides are perfect for us to use at bedtime. The illustrations usually catch

his eye and give us a place to start studying. I highly recommend it. I am thinking about getting one

for myself!

This is an excellent Bible for people of all ages. It makes reading the Bible fun and interesting!

There are sections explaining the facts of Bible times and other highlighted sections alerting

readers'to important verses. Bright colors and writing are everywhere. All of these things help to

keep a younger readers' attention. It is also in the KJV. An added plus.

Reader be aware, Zondervan does not use the Authorised King James 1611 Bible. Instead it takes

the Scrivener Version of 1884 and calls it King James Version. I had the misfortune of buying of 2

other Zondervan Bibles before finding it out. It left a bad feeling. So before you buy this Bible find

out if it really is the Authorised King James Bible or the 1884 Scrivener Version of the King James

Bible.

For those committed to the use of the Authorized Version of the Holy Bible this is an excellent

resource for children of all ages. There are many helpful features to keep the child's interest in

addition to the faithful text of the King James. Most importantly, there are no pictures of the Saviour.

Most of the children in our church now have a copy.

great product only problem is the pages are a bit to tender for the fact that the bible is for kids. need



to be careful with the pages. however the bible layout is wonderful and the extra facts are great for

even adults my mother and i both agree that it is a must have item in the home. All kids and adults

should have one!

I purchased the Bible for my Great Grandson who is 8 years old. Unfortunately I should have paid

more attention to the contents of the book. I primarily went from the reviews listed. When I saw the

cover I assumed there would be illustrations inside the Bible -however was disappointed that there

where none. I feel children of this age pay more attention and interest in the subject when it is

illustrated. The cover of the Bible was so nicely detailed and inviting - that I was sure there would be

further illustrations inside. The other content seemed fine, and I am sure will be understood and

interesting to the child.
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